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Abstract
In this paper we propose a machine	learning
solution to problems consisting of many sim	
ilar prediction tasks Each of the individual
tasks has a high risk of over
tting We com	
bine two types of knowledge transfer between
tasks to reduce this risk multi	task learning
and hierarchical Bayesian modeling Multi	
task learning is based on the assumption that
there exist features typical to the task at
hand To 
nd these features we train a huge
two	layered neural network Each task has
its own output but shares the weights from
the input to the hidden units with all other
tasks In this way a relatively large set of
possible explanatory variables the network
inputs is reduced to a smaller and easier
to handle set of features the hidden units
Given this set of features and after an appro	
priate scale transformation we assume that
the tasks are exchangeable This assumption
allows for a hierarchical Bayesian analysis in
which the hyperparameters can be estimated
from the data Eectively these hyperpa	
rameters act as regularizers and prevent over	

tting We describe how to make the system
robust against nonstationarities in the time
series and give directions for further improve	
ment We illustrate our ideas on a database
regarding the prediction of newspaper sales
 INTRODUCTION
 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this paper we focus on problems such as
  ecient distribution of newspapers and maga	
zines
  predicting gas consumption of dierent compa	
nies
  analyzing sales 
gures of many company
branches
  optimizing stock selection and portfolio manage	
ment
The main characteristic of each of these problems is
that they are in fact composed of many similar predic	
tion tasks These individual tasks usually have a low
signal	to	noise ratio in some cases one would be happy
if one could explain  percent of the variance in the
data Because of the large amount of dierent tasks
any performance improvement is almost immediately
signi
cant both 
nancially and statistically Further	
more in most cases one can easily come up with quite
a few possibly explanatory variables For example
in predicting sales 
gures one may want to include
some of the recent sales 
gures sales 
gures from the
same period last year sales 
gures from other com	
panies dierent kinds of weather information and so
on Over
tting then becomes a major concern The
question addressed in this paper is therefore how can
we exploit the bene
t of not having a single predic	
tion task but a whole set of seemingly similar tasks
such that we can reduce the risk of over
tting in a
computationally feasible way
We propose to combine two approaches multi	
task learning suggested in the neural	network
and machine	learning community and hierarchical
Bayesian modeling developed in the statistics com	
munity Multi	task learning is treated in Section 
The idea is that tasks can learn from each other by
sharing the same features The underlying assump	
tion is that such features typical to the task at hand
indeed exist Hierarchical Bayesian modeling applies
when one can rely on the assumption that a priori
ie before taking into account the data itself there is
no information to distinguish the model parameters of
any one task from those of any of the other tasks We
will describe hierarchical modeling in Section 
We will illustrate our ideas on a database concern
ing the prediction of newspaper sales This database
consists of several years of weekly sales gures for a
set of  dierent points of sale Each points of sale
represents a dierent timeseries prediction task In
Section 	
 we rst discuss how to make the tasks
suciently similar ie such that we can apply the
approach proposed in Section 
 and  Although our
examples include collections of timeseries tasks our
analysis in these sections in completely static In Sec
tion 	 we therefore describe a rst crude attempt to
handle nonstationarities in the data Section  further
links the dierent components together recapitulates
the assumptions and discusses directions for further
improvements
  MAKING TASKS SIMILAR
The underlying assumption of both the multitask
learning approach and the hierarchical Bayesian ap
proach is that the dierent tasks can be considered
similar This is not always immediately obvious As
can be seen for example from Figure 	 where we plot
ted the averages sales of  newspaper points of sale
versus their standard deviation the typical number of
single copies sold at each outlet ranges from just a
few to a few hundred Still we want to assume that
the tasks are in some sense exchangeable In Sec
tion 
 this implies that sales gures when used as
explanatory variables should have more or less the
same meaning 
 newspapers may be quite a lot for a
small outlet but are well below average for a large out
let Similar reasoning applies to the scaling of model
parameters in our choice of prior distributions in Sec
tion  In the newspaper example our working hy
pothesis will be that the points of sale are exchange
able after correcting for their typical scale
Such a correction can be accomplished by normalizing
the sales gures for each outlet separately The strong
correlation between the average sales and the noise
level in Figure 	 R
 
  on the logarithmic scale
suggests that we can represent the typical scale of each
individual outlet through just one parameter 
i
 denot
ing the average sales of outlet i We can correct for
this typical scale by normalizing all sales gures using
this average and the tted standard deviation as given
by the dashed line in Figure 	
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Figure 	 Average newspaper sales 
i
versus the cor
responding standard deviation for  dierent points
of sale The dashed line is the least squares t of the
logarithm of the standard deviation as a function of
the logarithm of the average sales
  MULTITASK LEARNING
  ARGUMENTATION
We want to build and train a model relating a set of
explanatory variables x to an output z First we have
to choose which explanatory variables to include in
such a model Typically it is easy to come up with on
the order of n
inputs
  
 input variables see for ex
ample Table 	 where we describe the explanatory vari
ables incorporated in our newspaper example With
on the order of a hundred training patterns per task
and a low signaltonoise ratio any attempt to t a
direct model between the input variables and the tar
gets corresponding to a single task is doomed to lead
to overtting and thus lousy prediction performance
We need some preprocessing stage transforming the
n
inputs
input variables x into a small set of say
n
features
   features y typical to the task at hand In
practice one often tries to nd these features through
an iterative process of thinking and testing see also
Figure  For example one tries several ways of com
bining the most recent sales gures into a single num
ber tests each of them and takes the best Here we
propose to learn this transformation We combine all
tasks into one big network see Figure 
 The in
put units are connected to the hidden feature units
through a weight matrix B The weight vector con
necting the hidden units to the output unit corre
sponding to task i is denoted A
i
 In other words all
explanatory variables
outputs
features
Figure  Typical network structure a reasonably
large number of input units a small number of hid
den units and huge number of output units
tasks share the weight matrixB but have independent
weight vectors A
i

In this paper we will consider the case of linear hid
den units Given an input vector x the features and
outputs are then computed through
y
j

X
k
B
jk
x
k
and z
i
 A
i 

X
j
A
ij
y
j
 	

where z
i
refers to the output corresponding to task
i We will use A
i
to denote the set of all hidden
tooutput weights specic to each task ie A
i
 
fA
i 
     A
in
features
g We refer to A
i
and 
i
as the
set of model parameters of task i
The inputs x can be divided into two categories those
with equal input values across all tasks and those with
input values specic to a particular task Nonspecic
inputs in the newspaper example 	see Table 
 are eg
seasonal variables and weather gures 	we considered
the average weather across The Netherlands instead
of more local weather gures The specic inputs
should have more or less the same meaning across all
tasks This is accomplished by the transformation of
the sales gures described and discussed in Section 

We will use x
i
to denote the set of inputs correspond
ing to task i
Hidden units do not have bias units it is easy to see
that these can be scaled away into the bias of the out
put units We further assume a Gaussian noise model
with standard deviation 
i
 which is dierent for each
task but independent of the inputs x
i
 Assuming that
the targets D
i
  ft

i
g are independently and iden
tically distributed 	iid given the inputs I
i
  fx

i
g
model parameters A
i
and 
i
and feature matrix B we
can compute the probability of observing these targets
through
P 	D
i
jI
i
 A
i
 
i
 B  exp E	A
i
 
i
 BjD
i
 I
i
  	
where we have dened the error
E	A
i
 
i
 BjD
i
 I
i
 



X


	t

i
 z

i




i
 log
i


	
with the output z

i
computed as in 	
 For notational
convenience we will from now on leave out the explicit
dependency on the inputs I
i
 The iid assumption may
be too strong for timeseries prediction tasks We will
come back to that in Section 

We propose to nd an appropriate feature matrix B
through a maximum likelihood procedure we mini
mize the error 	 averaged over all n
tasks
tasks and
obtain the maximum likelihood solutions B
ML
 A
ML
i
and 
ML
i

   SIMILAR IDEAS
There has been quite a lot of interesting research in
the area of inductive transfer yielding both empirical
and theoretical evidence that multitask learning im
proves performance 	see 
 for collections of papers
on multitask learning In 
 the advantage of com
bining several tasks is investigated theoretically under
the assumption that a feature matrixB common to all
tasks indeed exists
In most approaches to multitask learning 	see eg 
and references therein all tasks receive the same in
put information ie all inputs are nonspecic As
in our case the dierent tasks are forced to share
the same hidden unit representation Often but not
always this leads to a better generalization perfor
mance  The problems considered in the litera
ture are mostly articial and combine on the order
of 
 or less tasks An exception is  where dierent
tasks concerning stock selection and portfolio manage
ment are combined in various ways This experimental
study is probably closest in spirit to our multitasking
approach but its number of tasks 	 is still much
smaller than the  realworld tasks that we use in
our simulation
Group  Type B
 
B

B

last year sales  specic  	
 
last year sellouts  specic  
 
recent sales  specic  
	 	
recent sellouts  specic 
  

weather gures  nonspec 
 
 

season variables  nonspec 
 
 
Table  List of input variables see text for further
explanation on the lefthand side Numbers on the
righthand side give the percentage of variance of the
features explained by a particular group of input vari
ables
  FEATURES FOR THE PREDICTION
OF NEWSPAPER SALES
The explanatory variables that we took into account
are summarized in Table  We normalized all non
specic variables Sales gures were rescaled for each
outlet separately as described in Section 	 Sellout
gures were not rescaled a sellout is represented by 

a nonsellout by  Recent gures start from  weeks
ago the time it takes to collect and administrate all
sales gures and end at  weeks ago Figures from
last year are from exactly the same week and the week
just before and after that Weather information in
cludes temperature relative to the average tempera
ture at the time of year
 wind velocity
 percentage
sunshine
 and precipitation both amount and dura
tion We slightly changed the denition of the prob
ability model 	 and error  to incorporate sellouts
number of sold copies equal to the number of deliv
ered copies and to take into account that newspaper
sales is always integer
We trained networks with n
features
  to  hidden
units The percentages in Table  indicate what part
of the variance in each of the features is explained by
a particular group of input variables for n
features
 
The features are ordered from most to least relevant
The rst feature strongly focuses on the recent sales

the second mostly on the sales from last year
 the third
mostly on the seasonal variables Sellouts and weather
gures seem to play a minor role
 although especially
the weather gures explain some of the variance of the
second and third feature
We can also compute the variance in the outputs ex
plained by each group of input variables The cir
cles in Figure  show these percentages for dierent
numbers of hidden units With any number of hidden
units
 the recent sales gures come out to be most rele
vant There are
 however
 interesting dierences a re
markable increase in the relevance of seasonal variables
when going from one to two hidden units
 a similar in
crease in the relevance of the recent sellouts when go
ing from two to three hidden units
 and somewhat less
dramatic increases in last years gures and weather
information
  HIERARCHICAL BAYES
 BAYESIAN MODELING
In this section
 we replace the maximumlikelihood ap
proach of the previous section by a Bayesian approach
We will focus on a Bayesian inference of the model pa
rameters A
ij
and standard deviations 
i

 given the
feature matrix B
ML
obtained in the previous section
The underlying assumption is that
 if there indeed ex
ist features typical to the task of predicting newspaper
sales
 it should not matter too much whether we nd
these through an
 in this context computationally un
feasible
 Bayesian approach or through a much simpler
maximum likelihood procedure Furthermore
 we are
making lots of other assumptions our choice of possi
ble explanatory variables
 the number of hidden units

the linear transfer function and thus restriction to nd
linear relationships
 and so on Each set of assump
tions corresponds to a dierent model or hypothesis
H We can simply include B
ML
in our denition of
H In the following
 all probability distributions are
conditioned on this H We will omit this explicit de
pendency from our notation
Equation 	 gives the probability distribution of the
data for a single task given its model parameters The
probability distribution of all data follows from
P DjA 
Y
i
P D
i
jA
i
 
where A
i
now stands for all model parameters of
task i including the standard deviation 
i

 A 
fA

     A
n
tasks
g
 and D  fD

     D
n
tasks
g In a
Bayesian analysis
 we infer the probability of the model
parameters given the data using Bayes rule
P AjD 
P DjAP A
P D
 
where P D is a normalization factor independent of
the model parameters and P A is a prior distribution
of the model parameters
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Figure  Percentage of variance explained by each group of input variables for various numbers of hidden units
maximum likelihood solution circles dashed lines and most probable solutions crosses solid lines
We take a Gaussian prior on the model parameters
A
i
  fA
i 
     A
i n
features

g with A
i n
features

 
log
i

P A
i
j  exp
 

	


A
i
m
T
A
i
m


where   fmg is called a set of hyperparameters
with  an n
features
 
 n
features
 
dimensional
symmetric matrix and m an n
features

dimensional
vector The model parameters of each task are as
sumed to be exchangeable ie
P Aj 
Y
i
P A
i
j 
This exchangeability assumption can be compared
with the iid assumption in 
 It implies that prior
to the arrival of data the probability distribution of
the model parameters is invariant under renumbering
of the tasks This is not directly obvious but may be
a reasonable assumption if the outputs for each of the
tasks are appropriately rescaled as discussed in Sec
tion 	
 Another interpretation is that the parameters
of the dierent tasks are penalized by the same set of
hyperparameters
In an exact Bayesian procedure one should always
integrate out the hyperparameters In a hierarchical
Bayesian procedure we approximate  through
P AjD 
Z
dP AjDP jD P Aj
MP
D
with 
MP
 argmax

P jD 
The procedure is called hierarchical to indicate that
the hyperparameters are inferred at a higher level than
the model parameters The idea behind this approx
imation is that the distribution P jD is sharply
peaked around its most probable value 
MP
 In our
case where we can use the data for all n
tasks
tasks
to infer the most probable 
MP
 this approximation is
extremely accurate and useful We will simply take an
improper at prior for  ie P   	 such that
the most probable 
MP
is in fact equivalent to the set
of maximum likelihood hyperparameters 
ML

  RELEVANT LITERATURE
A nice overview of hierarchical also called empirical
Bayesian modeling with both a discussion of its under
lying assumptions and lots of references to its applica
tions in statistics can be found in  Our approach is
quite similar in spirit to the use of empirical Bayesian
techniques in law school validity studies described and
discussed in  JamesStein estimation can be viewed
as the frequentists equivalent of hierarchical Bayesian
modeling A nice link is provided in 
In the neuralnetwork community	 hierarchical Bayes
is often referred to as the evidence framework 
 The
focus is on learning a single task	 where the prior dis
tribution of the weights usually a diagonal matrix  
and m equal to zero is chosen to reect the belief
that weights should be small This yields the Bayesian
justication for weight decay or ridge regression Al
though from a technical point of view our analysis is
at some points quite similar	 the meaning of the prior
distribution is dierent our choice of priors has noth
ing to do with an a priori assumption of small weights	
only with exchangeability under a Gaussian probabil
ity model
   INFERENCE OF THE
HYPERPARAMETERS
To nd the most probable set of hyperparameters

MP
	 we have to maximize the posterior distribution
P jD One way of doing this is through an EM al
gorithm see eg  The multitask situation allows
for quite a lot of simplications	 which in the end lead
to update equations for n Here we only state the
result
mn  

n
tasks
X
i

A
i
n
 
 
n  

n
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X
i


i
n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n
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X
i


A
i
nm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 

A
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n mn  

T
where

A
i
n and 

i
n are the mean and variance
of the distribution P AjD
i
n	 respectively The
second term on the righthand side measures the vari
ance between the most probable solutions given n
for the dierent tasks	 the rst term the variance of
P AjD
i
n around these most probable solutions	
averaged over all tasks We can use Laplaces method
see 	 based on a quadratic Taylor expansion of
logP AjD
i
n around its mode	 to nd approxi
mations for

A
i
n and 

i
n

A
i
n  argmax
A
logP AjD
i
n
and 

i
n  H
i
n   
n

 

where the Hessian matrix H
i
n of the error EAjD
i

has to be evaluated at

A
i
n
H
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n 


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A
i
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
Laplaces method becomes more and more accurate for
large sample sizes p per task
The EM algorithm is intuitive and computationally
feasible with the approximation suggested by Laplaces
method A disadvantage of the EM algorithm is that
its convergence can be rather slow A more direct
method can be obtained if we make a stronger assump
tion	 namely that the error EAjD
i
 is approximately
quadratic in the model parameters A	 ie	
EAjD
i
  EA
ML
i
jD
i



AA
ML
i

T
H
i
AA
ML
i
 

with A
ML
i
the maximum likelihood solution minimiz
ing EAjD
i
 and H
i
the Hessian evaluated at A
ML
i

This is the approximation frequently applied in the
evidence framework for neural networks see eg 

Now all integrations needed to compute
P jD 
Y
i
Z
dA P D
i
jAP Aj 
are over Gaussian probability distributions	 yielding
logP jD  


X
i
A
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i
m
T
Z
i
 A
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i
m



X
i
log detZ
i
   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i
  

H
 
i
  
 

 
and where we neglected
irrelevant additive constants The most probable 
MP
maximizes  and can be found using eg a standard
BFGS quasiNewton algorithm
  SIMULATIONS
In our newspaper example	 the approximation  ap
peared to be extremely accurate 
MP
was therefore
obtained through direct optimization of  Given
this 
MP
	 we computed the most probable model pa
rameters A
MP
exactly	 ie	 without making the ap
proximation  The dierence between the calcu
lation of the maximum likelihood solutions and the
most probable solutions is that the latter are regular
ized through the hyperparameters 
MP

In the previous section we noted dramatic changes
in the relevance of groups of input variables with in
creasing number of hidden units The relevances for
the most probable solutions shown by the circles in
Figure  are surprisingly constant across the dier
ent networks with n
features
  given the correct
prior parameters 
MP
 the most probable solutions are
roughly the same	 Especially the in
uence of the sell
outs which seemed to be highly relevant according to
the maximum likelihood solutions almost completely
vanishes	
  DISCUSSION AND
CONCLUSION
  DEALING WITH
NONSTATIONARITY
Until now our analysis has been completely static	
However the typical examples given in Section  are
mostly timeseries prediction problems for which the
iid assumption  can be too strong	 Suppose that
we want to predict the output z at time  given
inputs x
 
we leave out the index i for notational con
venience	 As in the previous sections we t the pa
rameter set A   f A g on a training set containing
the most recent p patterns	 This is a kind of sliding
window approach with the addition of every new
pattern the oldest pattern is deleted from the train
ing set	 With a delay of n
delay
patterns between the
most recently available pattern and the output to be
predicted the training set ends at   n
delay
	 The
naive sliding window approach now computes the out
put from the input x
 
and the scale and model parame
ters A
  n
delay
 which in a way assumes stationarity of
the scale and model parameters i	e	 A
 
 A
  n
delay
	
This naive approach may work ne for many predic
tion tasks but leads to lousy predictions on some of
them	
To take nonstationarity into account we add a correc
tion term to the uncorrected prediction
z
 n
delay
corrected
 z
 n
delay
uncorrected

 

The parameter set A used to compute the uncorrected
z
 
uncorrected
is determined as before and we still make
the assumption that this parameter set is roughly sta
tionary on a time scale of a few patterns	 Any nonsta
tionarity should be corrected through 
 
	 A simple
but ecient procedure for updating 
 
is through an
exponential smoothing procedure


 
 e
 
uncorrected



  
 e
 
corrected



  

with e
 
uncorrected
  t
 
 z
 
uncorrected
and e
 
corrected
 
t
 
 z
 
corrected
the dierence between the target and
the uncorrected and corrected prediction respectively	
 is a socalled smoothing parameter and 	 corre
sponds to a typical time scale	 It seems reasonable
to choose the same  for all tasks	 Furthermore it is
wellknown see e	g	  that the precise setting of the
smoothing parameter in exponential smoothing hardly
aects the prediction performance see also Figure 	
Perfectly stationary tasks hardly suer from the extra
correction since their errors e
 
uncorrected
and e
 
corrected
tend to average out anyways	
  TEST PERFORMANCE
Some results are displayed in Figure 	 All ideas pre
sented in this paper have been implemented and tested
on the prediction of newspaper sales for  points of
sale	 The test set consists of  weeks after the training
set that has been used for computation of the feature
matrix hyperparameters and most probable model pa
rameters	 The model parameters are updated weekly
using the sliding windows approach described above	
The hyperparameters and feature matrix have been
kept constant	 The test error is minus the loglikeli
hood averaged over both patterns and points of sale	
The network with two hidden units appears to be the
best	 The regularization through the Bayesian ap
proach cannot completely avoid the risk of overtting	
On the other hand the best solution without regular
ization not shown is the one with one hidden unit
with a test error of about 	 increasing rapidly for
more hidden units	 The star shows the test perfor
mance for a xed choice of the feature matrix B made
before the start of this project after quite a lot of it
erations of thinking trying and testing	 The solution
obtained through the multitasking approach is signif
icantly better	 The righthand side shows the sensitiv
ity to the choice of the smoothing parameter	 Taking
   is suboptimal at least for some points of sale
the time series are clearly nonstationary	 Any choice
of a typical smoothing time between half a year and a
year leads to about the same performance	
  STATIONARITY AND SPECIFICITY
A summary of the most important parameters in the
complete system is given in Table 	 At the highest
level we have global parameters as the number of fea
tures n
features
and the smoothing parameter 	 The
choice of these scalar parameters is not extremely crit
ical see Figure  and can be based either on experi
ence with similar databases or by testing a few dier
ent alternatives	 This is much less the case for the next
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Figure  Test error minus loglikelihood averaged over  weeks and  points of sale	 Error bars indicate the
signi
cance of the dierence with the best solution	 Lefthand side as a function of the number of hidden units
for smoothing parameter    	 The star corresponds to the performance with a choice of three features
obtained after extensive trial and error	 Righthand side as a function of the typical smoothing time number of
weeks for the network with two hidden units	
level of parameters the inputtohidden weights and
the hyperparameters of the prior distribution	 These
parameters are typical to the task at hand	 For exam
ple in predicting newspaper sales they may be quite
dierent for dierent days of the week	 They can be
optimized on a representative set of tasks and kept

xed afterwards	 The model and scale parameters as
well as the correction terms are obviously speci
c to
each task	 We assume that the model parameters are
roughly stationary over the length of the training set
and can thus be determined through a sliding window
approach	 The correction terms can be interpreted
as corrections to the scale parameters	 These may be
much less stationary and should be updated with the
addition of every single pattern	
   IMPROVEMENTS AND FURTHER
DIRECTIONS
Let us recapitulate our approach and underlying as
sumptions	 We started with the observation that we
needed some transformation from the possibly quite
highdimensional input space to a much lower dimen
sional feature space	 We proposed to learn this trans
formation through a maximum likelihood procedure
on the weights of a huge network containing all tasks	
In this we did not incorporate any prior information
nor did we worry about nonstationarity of the time
series involved	 Keeping the weights from input to
hidden units 
xed we then performed a hierarchical
Bayesian analysis to compute hyperparameters which
roughly speaking gave us the proper regularization of
the model parameters speci
c to each task	 Again
we disregarded any of the nonstationarity in the data	
Finally keeping both the hyperparameters and input
tohidden weights 
xed we proposed an exponential
smoothing procedure to correct for nonstationarities	
We might try and think of ways to integrate the parts
of our approach instead of applying them sequentially	
For example it may be possible to treat the input to
hidden weights as hyperparameters i	e	 at the same
level as the hyperparameters  for the mean and vari
ance of our prior distribution	 The problem here is
that it is much more dicult to compute how a change
in the hyperparameters of the prior distribution af
fects the inputtohidden weights than vice versa	 Our
treatment follows from the assumption that this ef
fect is negligible for practical purposes	 It is not easy
to see how to go beyond this simpli
cation without
having to rely on procedures that are computationally
unfeasible for any reasonable number of tasks	
About integrating nonstationarity and the Bayesian
hierarchical analysis we may be somewhat more pos
itive	 There has been some recent work which can
be viewed as a 
rst attempt to combine Kalman 
l
tering and the Bayesian evidence framework 	 In
this approach the hyperparameters are recomputed
every time step	 Similar ideas may be applicable to
our multitask situation although also here we have
to worry about the computational feasibility	
Another improvement could be to work with a more
complicated prior for the model parameters of the dif
ferent tasks than the Gaussian considered in this pa
per	 One suggestion is to take another functional form
Symbol Description Time Tasks Procedure
n
features
number of hidden units constant same experiencetest performance
 smoothing parameter constant same experiencetest performance
B inputtohidden weights constant same multitask learning
 hyperparameters constant same Bayesian inference
 scale parameters sliding window specic maximum likelihood
A model parameters sliding window specic MAP estimation
 correction terms single pattern specic exponential smoothing
Table  Characteristics of the most important parameters
for example a cluster of Gaussians or a prior which
forces each task to focus on a subset of the available
features An even more appealing approach would be
to make the prior distribution dependent on known
characteristics of the particular task In our newspa
per case the width and mean of the distribution could
be functions of the distance from the point of sale to
the beach the population density in the vicinity of the
point of sale and so on The hyperparameters to be
inferred from the data would be the parameters in this
functional dependency
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